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SYMBOLS
t
blade lift-curve slope, per rad
blade coning angle measured from hub plane in the hub-wind axes system, rad
longitudinal first-harmonic flapping coefficient measured from the hub plane in
the wind-hub axes system, rad
lateral acceleration, m/sec 2 (ft/sec 2)
lateral first-harmonic flapping coefficient measured from hub plane in the wind-
hub axes system, rad
rotor thrust coefficient, T/p(_R2)(_R) 2
Drag force, N (ib)
rotor force normal to shaft, positive downwind, N (Ib)
incidence of horizontal stabilator, positive for leading edge up, rad
tail rotor cant angle, rad
pitch-flap coupling ratio, _ tan 6 3
fuselage rolling moment, N-m (ft-lb)
fuselage lift, N (ib)
rolling moment, pitching moment, and yawing moment, respectively, N-in (ft-lb)
roll, pitch, and yaw rates in the body-c.g, axes system, rad/sec
i
dynamic pressure, _ QV 2 , N/m 2 (ib/ft 2)
torque, N-m (ft-lb)
rotor radius, m (ft)
longitudinal location in the fuselage axes system, m (ft)
thrust, N (lb)
iii
ViTR
WL
x}Y
Z
0
t
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical velocities in the body-c.g, system of axes,
m/sec (ft/sec)
tail rotor induced velocity at rotor disk, m/sec (ft/sec)
vertical location in the fuselage axes system, m (ft)
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical forces in the body, c.g. axes system, N (ib)
Stabilizing surface angle of attack, rad
Sw rotor sideslip angle, rad
blade Lock number, pacR4/I BY
6 equivalent rotor blade profile drag coefficient
6 lateral cyclic stick movement, positive to right, cm (in.)
a
6 collective control input, positive up, cm (in.)
C
6 longitudinal cYclic stick movement, positive aft, cm (in.)
e
6 pedal movement, positive right, cm (in.)
P
A increment in
0 Euler pitch angle, rad
blade root collective pitch, rad
O
total blade twist (root minus tip incidence), rad
P
O
A WH CT
inflow ratio, -
2
/u_ + vH
rotor advance ratio, fiR
air density, kg/m 3 (slugs/ft a)
rotor solidity ratio, blade area/disk area
Euler roll angle, rad
Euler yaw angle, rad
rotor angular velocity, rad/sec
iv
_ / • _r / r y¸ .........
Subscripts:
B body-c.g, axes system relative to air mass
C cant axes system
CW cant-wind axes system
c.g. center of gravity
f fuselage
H hub-body axes system, hub location
HS horizontal stabilator
i induced
p pilot input
TR tail rotor
W hub-wind system of axes
v

SUMMARY
This report documents the revisions made to a mathematical model of a single
main rotor helicopter. These revisions were necessary to model the UH-60 helicopter
accurately. The major modifications to the model include fuselage aerodynamic force
and moment equations that are specific to the UH-60, a canted tail rotor, a horizontal
stabilator with variable incidence, and a pitch bias actuator (PBA). In addition,
the model requires a full set of parameters which describe the helicopter configura-
tion and its physical characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
A ten-degree-of-freedom, nonlinear mathematical model that is suitable for real-
time piloted simulation of single rotor helicopters is described in reference i. This
simulation model includes the rigid body equations of motion and an aerodynamic model
that provide the aerodynamic force and moment characteristics of the aircraft, a
generalized stability and control augmentation system, and a simplified engine/
governor model.
Revisions to the model were made with the following objectives:
i. Improvement of the fidelity of the UH-60 fuselage aerodynamic model over a
wide range of angles of attack and sideslip angles.
2. Modification of the tail rotor aerodynamic model to include the option of
canting the tail rotor and modeling its associated aerodynamic effects.
3. Incorporation in the model of the control system for the UH-60 horizontal
stabilator with variable incidence and the resultant aerodynamic effects.
4. Incorporation of the UH-60's pitch bias actuator as part of the stability
and control augmentation system.
This report describes the four major modifications to the model; the fuse-
lage aerodynamic force and moment equations that are specific to the UH-60, a canted
tail rotor, the UH-60 horizontal stabilator with variable incidence, and the UH-60
pitch bias actuator. In addition, a section describing the physical characteristics
of the UH-60 and the parameters required by the model is also included.
REVISIONS TO THE FUSELAGE AERODYNAMICS
The UH-60's fuselage aerodynamics were modeled using extensive wind-tunnel test
data presented in reference 2. The fuselage force and moment equations were derived
from these test data using a regression algorithm (ref. 3). This algorithm basically
fits a curve to input data as a nonlinear function of several aerodynamic variables
that are specified by the user (_, _, sin _, _2, . . .). These equations replace the
fuselage force and momentequations given in reference 1 since they are specific to
the UH-60helicopter.
The equations derived depend on the conventional definition of the angles of
attack and sideslip used in the wind tunnel. These angles are not Euler angles. The
angle of attack is the geometric angle subtended by the model relative to tunnel axis
at zero yaw angle. It is measured relative to the tunnel floor and does not change
with yaw angle.
A=e A=tan-l wf
_f w
where
A
wf = wB + qB(STAf - STA ) - w.c.g. if
The sideslip angle is the yaw table angle in the horizontal plane of the tunnel,
irrespective of the angle of attack.
6 _ -_W _ tan-i vf
wf /u_ + w_
where
A
vf = v B - rB(STA f - STA )
c.g.
The longitudinal forces and moments are dependent on both the angle of attack and on
the sideslip angle. The lateral forces and moments are dependent only on the sideslip
angle.
Forces:
Drag: _ = 90.0555 sin 2 ef - 41.5604 cos _f + 2.94684 cos 4_w - 103.141 cos 2_w
q
4 + 160.2049
- 0"535350xi0-6 _w
L
Lift: -- = 29.3616 sin _f + 43.4680 sin 2_f - 81.8924 sin 2 _f - 84.1469 cos _f
q
2 + 85.3496
- 0"821406xi0-I _w + 3.00102 sin 4_w + 0.0323477 _w
= 35.3999 sin _w + 71.8019 sin 2_w - 8.04823 sin 4_w - 0.980257xi0 -12
q
Moments:
Pitching: _ = 2.37925 _f + 728.026 sin 2_f + 426.760 sin 2 _f + 348.072 cos _f
q
- 510.581 cos 3 _w + 56.111
Rolling: = 614.797 sin _w + _ (-47.7213 cos 4_w - 290.504 cos 3 _w
+ 735,507 cos 4 _w - 669.266) 25 ° < l_wl _ 90 °
Sideforce:
Yawing:
i = _w
q _ (455.707 cos _ @w 428.639)
= 0.0 -i0° < _w < I0°
q - _
_w 4 _
q = 220.0 sin 2_w + _ (671.0 cos _w 429.0)
= -278.133 sin 2_w + 422.644 sin 4_w - 1.83172
q
i0 ° < l_wl < 25 °
20° < I%1-<90°
-20° S _w i 20°
Plots of fuselage drag, lift and pitching moment vs the angle of attack are shown
in figures i, 2, and 3. Plots of incremental drag, lift, and pitching moment vs
sideslip (Bwf = -_w) are shown in figures 4, 5, and 6. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show
fuselage sideforce, rolling and yawing moments vs sideslip. For all these plots,
the wind-tunnel data are shown as well as the data generated from the equations
derived using the regression algorithm.
CANTED TAIL ROTOR
The UH-60 helicopter was designed with a canted tail rotor mounted on the right
side of the vertical fin. In order to find the aerodynamic force and moment contribu-
tions from the canted tail rotor it was necessary to introduce two additional axes
systems: the cant axis system (subscript C), and the cant-wind axis system (sub-
script CW). Once these axes systems and the transformations between them have been
defined, the development of the tail rotor flapping, force, and moment equations
parallels the development done in reference i for a noncanted tail rotor (sketch A).
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WTR _,_
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Sketch A
The velocities at the rotor hub in the cant axis system are:
UTR C UTR
VTR C = WTR cos K + VTR sin K
WTRC = -VTR cos K + WTRsin K
where K = tail rotor cant angle. So when K = 0°, the cant axis system coincides
with the axis system codirectional with the body-c.g, system.
VTR C = WTR , WTR C -VTR
The advance ratio for the tail rotor in the cant axis system is:
+ c
_TR C _R_TR
The angles of attack and sideslip for the tail rotor in the cant axis system are
defined as (sketch B):
WTRc
._ UTR C (+ FORWARD)
tWTRc_
_TRc = tan-1 UTRc /
XTRc, UTR C
XTRc W
PTR C
__PPTRcw
Rcw
 ¥TRcw
/VTRc
/_TRc = tan-1 k u--_Rc I
VTR C
Sketch B
The angular velocities in the cant axis system are:
PTR C PB
qTRc = rB cos K + qB sin K
rTR C = -qB cos K + rB sin K
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The roll and pitch rates in the cant-wind axis system are:
PTRc W = qTRc sin BTR C + PTRc cos BTR C
qTRc w = -PTRc sin BTR C + qTRc cos 8TR C
The flapping coefficients are:
= __ _2 _ + f2TR C
aITR C ATR C ITR 7 TR C fITR C
2
blTRc - £TRc
2
where:
4
_TR C
£TR C = 1 4
2
+ K_T R + I +7 TR C
4
fITR C = _ _TRcaoTR
16 qT RCW
YTR_TR PTRcw _TR
8 KITR_TRcao T +f2TR C = _3 R
(_ R) PTRcw16qTRcw 8 e + 20 + 21 T
YTR_TR _TRc °TR tTR _TR
The forces on the tail rotor in the cant-wind axis system (TTRcw, HTRcw, YTRcw, QTRcw)
are the same as the equations given in reference 1 with _TR, PTR' qTR, aiTR' bITR' and
6TR replaced by _TRc , PTRcw, qTRcw, aITRc , bITRc , and _TR C, respectively, where the
rotor blade profile drag coefficient is:
/ 6C T 2
_TRc = 0.009 + 0.3f TRcwI
°TRaTR/
and the inflow ratio is:
WTRc
ITR = _TR_R
CTTRcw
2 RC + ITR
The induced velocity at the tail rotor is:
ViTRc = -ITR_RaTR + WTR C
ViT R = -ViTRc cos K
The forces on the tail rotor in the cant axis system can be calculated using a trans-
formation from cant-wind axes to cant axes:
_R C = -HTRcw cos _TR C - YTRcw sin BTR C
YTR C = YTRcw cos 13TRC - HTRcw sin t3TR C
ZTR C = -TTRcw
Similarly, through another transformation, the body axis forces and moments can be
calculated:
_R = XTR C
YTR = -ZTR C cos K + YTR C sin K
ZTR = YTR C cos K + ZTR C sin K
_R = -QTRcw cos K + ZTR(ST_R - STAc.g"
LTR = YTR(WLTR - WE )c.g.
NTR = QTRc W sin K - YTR(STATR - STAc.g .)
) - XTR(_TR - WL )
c.g.
HORIZONTAL STABILATOR
The purpose of a horizontal stabilator with variable incidence is to eliminate
excessively nose-high attitudes at low airspeed caused by downwash impingement on the
stabilator and to optimize pitch attitudes for climb, cruise, and autorotational
descent.
The position of the horizontal stabilator for the UH-60 is programmed between
8.0 ° trailing-edge-up and 39.0 ° trailing-edge-down as a function of four variables:
i. Airspeed
2. Collective Control Position
3. Pitch Rate
4. Lateral Acceleration
A detailed description of each of these four feedback loops is given in reference 2.
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Figure i0 is a block diagram of the UH-60horizontal stabilator control system
(ref. 2). This logic has been incorporated in the generalized stability and control
augmentation system of the math_model. The stabilator logic also includes the provi-
sion for a fixed horizontal tail incidence that is to be specified by the pilot.
PITCHBIAS ACTUATOR
The UH-60's control system includes a pitch bias actuator (PBA), a variable
length control rod which changes the relationship between longitudinal cyclic control
and swashplate tilt as a function of three flight parameters: pitch attitude, pitch
rate, and airspeed. The main purpose of the PBAis to improve the apparent static
longitudinal stability of the aircraft. A detailed description of the PBAis given
in reference 2.
The PBAwas modeled directly from the block diagram shownin figure Ii (ref. 2).
The airspeed feedback is only active between 80 and 180 knots since below 80 knots,
the airspeed feedback for the stabilator performs the samestability function. The
pitch attitude and rate feedback is active throughout the entire speed range. As can
be seen from the block diagram, the PBAactuator authority is 15%of longitudinal
cyclic full throw and has a maximumrate limit on the actuator travel of 3%per sec.
The output of the PBAis added to the total longitudinal cyclic control. The PBA
logic includes an on/off switch to inactivate the PBA, if desired.
UH-60DESCRIPTIONREQUIREMENTS
Table 1 lists the parameters required to model the UH-60 and the values used in
the math model. This table is identical to table J-i in reference i, except that
most of the required fuselage parameters have been eliminated because of the modifi-
cations to the fuselage aerodynamic model. The values listed for the UH-60 in
table 1 were obtained from reference 2.
Table 2 lists the nonzero feedforward, crossfeed, and feedback gains for the
UH-60control system (see fig. 4 of ref. i). A detailed description of the four con-
trol couplings is given in reference 2.
Table 3 lists the parameters that are required to model the two General Electric
T700-GE-700engines that power the UH-60and the values that are used in the math
model. Thesevalues are based on available T700-GE-700engine data for the AH-64
helicopter.
UH-60TRIMCHARACTERISTICS
Table 4 lists the four control positions, _e, 6a, _c, and _, the lateral andF
vertical velocities in body axes, VB and WB, and the Euler pitch and roll angles,
@and 9, for the UH-60 trirmned in level flight at a variety of airspeeds.
UH-60 STABILITYDERIVATIVES
Dimensional stability derivatives for the UH-60math model are presented in
tables 5 through I0. These derivatives were generated under the following conditions:
• level flight
• pitch bias actuator on
• horizontal stabilator active
• engine/governor model off
and with the following perturbation sizes:
AuB = 1.0 ft/sec
AvB = 1.0 ft/sec
AwB = 1.0 ft/sec
APB= 5.0 deg/sec
AqB= 5.0 deg/sec
ArB = 5.0 deg/sec
A_ = 0.i in.e
A_ = 0. I in.a
A_ = 0. i in.
c
A_ = 0. I in.
P
The force and moment dimensional stability derivatives were obtained by considering
both positive and negative perturbations about a reference trim condition. The
derivatives are defined as follows:
1 8X 1 8M
X( ) = m 2( ) M( ) = I 8( )
YY
1 8Y 1 8L
Y( ) m 8( ) L( ) I 2( )
xx
I 8Z 1 8N
Z( ) = m 8( ) N( ) = I 8( )
zz
MODEL VALIDATION
Validation of the UH-60 math model was accomplished by comparison of trim and
stability derivative data that were generated from the UH-60 math model with data that
were generated from a similar total force and moment math model of the UH-60, devel-
oped by Boeing-Vertol for the Advanced Digital/Optical Control System (ADOCS) program
(ref. 4).
Tables ii through 15 show level flight trim characteristics and dimensional sta-
bility derivatives generated by the Boeing-Vertol UH-60 math model for comparison
with the data presented in tables 4 through i0. These derivatives were generated
under the same conditions as the UH-60 derivatives were, but with significantly larger
perturbation sizes, a slightly higher aircraft gross weight, and a faster main rotor
rotational velocity. Figures 12 through 17 illustrate six of the more important UH-60
stability derivatives vs airspeed. For these plots, the UH-60 data are shownas well
as the data generated from the Boeing-Vertol UH-60math model.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The mathematical model of a UH-60helicopter described in this report was devel-
oped for real-time piloted simulation. To date, this model has been used successfully
in two handling qualities simulation experiments on the six-degree-of-freedom Vertical
Motion Simulator (VMS)at NASAAmesResearch Center (refs. 5 and 6) in support of the
ADOCSprogram.
For these simulations, however, high levels of stability augmentation were added
to the baseline UH-60math model, thus effectively masking manyof the characteristics
of the basic aircraft. The baseline UH-60model has not been evaluated in real-time
piloted simulations nor has it been validated with flight data to determine the accu-
racy with which it models the actual aircraft dynamics and handling qualities. In
addition, neither the analog and digital stability augmentation system (SAS) nor the
flight path stabilization (FPS) system of the actual UH-60helicopter is included in
the model.
i.
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TABLEi.- UH-60DESCRIPTIONREQUIREMENTS
Description Algebraic Computersymbol mnemonic Units UH-60
Main rotor (MR) group
MR rotor radius
MR chord
MR rotational speed
Number of blades
MR Lock number
MR hinge offset
MR flapping spring constant
MR pitch-flap coupling tangent
of 63
MR blade twist
MR precone angle (required for
teetering rotor)
MR solidity
MR lift curve slope
MR maximum thrust
MR longitudinal shaft tilt
(positive forward)
hub stationline
hub waterline
MR
MR
Tail rotor (TR) group
TR radius
TR rotational speed
TR Lock number
TR solidity
TR pitch-flap coupling tangent
of 63
TR precone
TR blade twist
TR lift curve slope
TR hub stationline
TR hub waterline
RMR ROTOR ft 26.83
CMR CHORD ft 1.73
aMR OMEGA rad/sec 27.0
nb BLADES N-D 4.0
YMR GAMMA N-D 8.1936
e EPSLN percent/100 .04659
K8 AKBETA ib-ft/rad 0
K I AKONE N-D 0
etM R THETT rad -.3142
a0M R AOP rad 0
OMR SIGMA N-D .08210
aMR ASLOPE rad -I 5.73
CTmax CTM N-D .1846
i CIS rad .05236
s
ST_ STAH in. 341.2
WL H WLH in. 315.0
_R RTR ft 5.5
_TR OMTR rad/sec 124.62
YTR GAMATR N-D 3.3783
OTR STR N-D .1875
KIT R FKITR N-D .7002
a0T R AOTR rad .01309
8tT R THETR rad -.3142
aTR ATR rad -I 5.73
STATR STATR in. 732.0
WLTR WLTR in. 324.7
Ii
TABLEi.- CONTINUED
Description, Algebraic Computersymbol mnemonic Units UH-60
Aircraft mass and inertia
Aircraft weight W.ic
Aircraft roll inertia IXX
Aircraft pitch inertia Iyy
Aircraft yaw inertia IZZ
Aircraft cross product of inertia Iyz
Center of gravity stationline STA
c.g.
Center of gravity waterline WL
c.g.
Center of gravity buttline BL
c.g.
Fuselage (Fus)
Fus aerodynamic reference point STAAc F
stationline
Fus aerodynamic reference point WLAc F
waterline
Horizontal stabilizer (HS)
HS station ST_s
HS waterline WLHs
HS incidence angle iHS
HS area SHS
HS aspect ratio A_S
HS maximum lift curve slope CLmaxHs
HS dynamic pressure ratio _HS
Main rotor induced velocity effect KVM R
at HS
Vertical fin (VF)
VF stationline ST_F
VF waterline WLvF
VF incidence angle iVF
VF area SVF
VF aspect ratio A_F
VF sweep angle A F
VF maximum lift curve slope CLmaxvF
VF dynamic pressure ratio nVF
Tail rotor induced velocity effect kVT R
at VF
WAITIC
XIXXIC
XIYYIC
XIZZIC
XIXZIC
STACG
WLCG
BLCG
STAACF
WLACF
STAHS
WLHS
AIHS
SHS
ARHS
CLMHS
XNH
XKVMR
STAVF
WLVF
AIFF
SF
ARF
ALMF
CLMF
VNF
XKVTR
ib
slug-ft 2
slug-ft z
slug-ft z
slug-ft 2
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
rad
ft 2
N-D
N-D
N-D
N-D
in.
in.
rad
ft 2
N-D
rad
N-D
N-D
N-D
16400.0
5629.0
40000.0
37200.0
1670.0
360.4
247.2
0
345.5
234.0
700.4
244.0
variable
45.0
4.6
1.03
.4
1.8
695.0
273.0
0
32.3
1.92
.7156
.89
.651
1.0
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TABLEi.- CONCLUDED
Description
Controls
Swashplate lateral cyclic pitch
for zero lateral cyclic stick
Swashplate longitudinal cyclic
pitch for zero longitudinal
cyclic stick
Longitudinal cyclic control
sensitivity
Lateral cyclic control sensitivity
Main rotor root collective pitch
for zero collective stick
Main rotor collective control
sensitivity
Tail rotor root collective pitch
for zero pedal position
Pedal sensitivity
Algebraic
symbol
CAI S
CBI S
Computer
mnemonic
CAIS rad
radCBIS
Units
rad/in.
rad/in.
rad
rad/in.
rad
CK I CKI
CK 2 CK2
Cs C5
C_ C6
C_ C7
C 8 C8 rad/in.
UH-60
.04939
.02792
.2286
.02792
.1743
-.07734
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TABLE2.- UH-60 CONTROLSYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS
Description Algebraicsymbol
Feedforward gains in./in.
Longitudinal stick to longitudinal cyclic 6e/_ep
Lateral stick to lateral cyclic _a/Sap
Collective stick to collective control 8c/_Cp
Pedals to directional control 6p/_pp
Crossfeed gains
Collective stick to longitudinal cyclic 6e/_Cp
Pedals to longitudinal cyclic _e/6pp
Collective stick to lateral cyclic _a/_Cp
Collective stick to directional control _p/6Cp
Feedback gains in./rad/sec
Pitch rate to lateral cyclic 6a/qB
Roll rate to longitudinal cyclic _e/PB
Computer
mnemonic
SK(1)
SK(5)
SK(9)
SK(10)
SK(4)
SKM(2 )
SK(8)
SK(II)
SKV(3,2)
SKV(6,1)
UH-60
1,0
1.0
1.0
1.0
-. 1640
-.5746
-. 16
-.2889
TABLE 3.- UH-60 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS
Description
Engine/governor
Engine gain
Engine time constant
Throttle time constant
Throttle position
MR rpm lower limit
Gear ratio
Algebraic
symbol
K E
_E
T
t
_LIM
_TR/_MR
Computer
mnemonic
HPK
HPT
THTAU
THROT
OMLIM
TRGEAR
Units
HP/LBfuel
see
sec
%
rad/sec
N-D
Proportional governor feedback
gain
Integral governor feedback
gain
Rate governor feedback gain
Kg l
Kg 2
Kg 3
GKGI
GKG2
GKG 3
LBfuel/rad/sec
LBfuel/rad/sec
LBfuel/rad/sec
UH-60
T700-GE-700
1.75
1.25
1.25
i00.0
9.0
4.62
2000.0
2500.0
500.0
14
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TABLE 4.- LEVEL FLIGHT TRIM CHARACTERISTICS
Engineering
symbol
6
e
a
c
6
P
v B
w B
1.0
0.1266
.2321
5.719
-i .279
-. 006069
.1485
5.052
-2. 340
I
Equivalent
20.0
-0.3670
-.9956
5.361
-1.066
-.08037
3.430
5.834
-1.342
airspeed, knots
40.0
-0.2083
-.7560
4.580
-.5830
-.08960
5.108
4.340
-1.005
60.0
-0.4238
-.2322
4.194
-.5802
9.989
6.133
3.489
0
i00.0
-1.063
.1812
4.425
-.2606
7.996
7.264
2.469
0
140.0
- I.800
.3964
5.718
-. 005715
8.813
-1.235
-.2996
0
Units
in.
in.
in.
in.
ft/sec
ft/sec
deg
deg
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TABLE5.- X-FORCESTABILITYDERIVATIVES
Engineering
symbol
X
U
X
V
X
W
X
q
X
P
X
r
X_ e
X_ a
X6 c
X_p
1.0
-0.02349 -0.
-. 03402 -.
.02542
2.809 2.
-.2585 -.
-.2071 -.
-1.659 -I.
.04358
.9709
.9544
20.0
01040
02237
03743
828
1883
1151
582
.03288
.9707
9143
Equivalent airspeed, knots
40.0
-0.01122
-.009834
.04295
3.221
-.05796
-.01708
-1.498
.01803
.7004
.8656
60.0
-0.01900
-.002259
.04814
3.352
.01583
-.08981
-1.402
.01082
.5931
.8695
i00.0
-0.03238
-.0005939
.06427
2.788
-.1132
-.06855
-1.083
-.01658
.6461
.6988
140.0
-0.04063
-.002359
.07982
1.626
-.3844
-.05904
-.7098
-.009678
.6144
.5020
Units
i/sec
i/sec
i/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
TABLE6.- Z-FORCESTABILITYDERIVATIVES
"-4
Engineering
symbol
Z
u
Z
v
Z
w
Z
q
Z
P
Z
r
Z6 e
Z6 a
Z6 c
Z6p
1.0
0.02274
•-.008874
-.2931
.3604
-.01037
-.2059
-.1372
.004142
-7.921
.5791
Equivalent airspeed, knots
20.0
-0.1460
-.02547
-.3834
2.237
.3402
-.3000
-1.037
.04533
-7.377
1.074
40.0
-0.1252
-.01531
-.5617
2.865
.8662
-.4176
-2.030
.09963
-7.478
1.626
60.0
-0.04741
-.02032
-.6696
3.502
1.358
-.4981
-3.271
.3733
-8.324
2.372
I00.0
-0.008851
-.01720
-.7897
4.981
2.676
-.5056
-6.138
.5627
-9.630
3.995
140.0
0.0003375
-.04257
-.8696
6.638
3.935
-.3598
-9.118
.8477
-10.76
5.543
Units
i/sec
i/sec
i/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
TABLE 7.- Y-FORCE STABILITY DERIVATIVES
Oo
Engineering
symbol
Y
Y
V
Y
W
Y
q
Y
P
Y
r
Y_e
Y6 a
Y_c
Y_p
1.0
0.03381
-.04733
.004331
-.3585
-1.723
.6383
•07659
.9420
.1005
-1.486
20.0
0.01808
-.05825
.006895
-.002115
-1.972
.5788
.04994
.9542
.06201
-1.338
Equivalent airspeed, knots
40.0
0.002607
-.08184
.008117
.2133
-2.381
.9683
.03957
.9389
.1970
-I .359
60.0
-0.003401
-.1044
.01029
.4611
-2.608
1.249
.02118
.9284
.2470
-1.587
100.0
-0.0007094
-.1430
.01025
.7513
-2.610
1.658
-.01624
.9305
.3408
-1.941
140.0
0.001946
-.1838
.007387
•9988
-2.228
2.051
-.07 161
.9674
.3814
-2. 176
Units
i/sec
i/sec
i/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/rad/sec
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./sec z
TABLE8.- M-MOMENTSTABILITYDERIVATIVES
kO
Engineering
symbol
M
U
M
V
M
W
M
q
M
P
M
r
M6 e
M6 a
M_c
M_p
1.0
0.003554
.01350
.002024
-.8161
.3139
-. 003352
.3346
-. 003559
-. 005557
.01538
Equivalent
20.0
0.001085
.01115
.003433
-.8910
.2894
-.02974
.3516
-.003824
.02730
-.006399
40.0
-0.0002337
.007824
.006749
-1.067
.2468
-.08964
.3721
-.001497
.06350
-.02969
airspeed, knots
60.0
0.001929
.006016
.008916
-1.230
.2008
-.1130
.3997
.005281
.08925
-.03336
i00.0
0.002507
.001636
.009212
-1.606
.1031
-.1039
.4594
.02829
.09507
-.07520
140.0
0.005558
-.007029
.008923
-2.015
.007006
-.02461
.5230
.06496
.1029
-.1707
Units
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
i/sec
I/sec
I/sec
rad/in./sec z
rad/in./sec z
rad/in./sec z
rad/in./sec z
TABLE9.- L-MOMENTSTABILITYDERIVATIVES
bO
O
Engineering
symbol
L
U
L
V
L
W
L
q
L
P
L
r
L6 e
L6 a
L6 c
L_p
1.0
0.07627
-.04124
•005022
-2.272
-3.551
.07467
.04363
1.334
-.1471
-.8406
20.0
0•02327
-•03956
•01749
-1.730
-3.604
•04429
.04924
1.339
-.03080
-.7759
Equivalent airspeed, knots
40.0
-0.007782
-.03447
.02836
-1.566
-3.819
.2726
.i010
1.329
.1981
-.7967
60.0
-0.006377
-.03690
.02586
-1.522
-3.954
.4375
•1210
1.316
.2095
-•9414
i00.0
-0.002139
-.03737
.02264
-1•424
-3.911
.6039
.1502
1.316
.2580
-i. 163
140.0
0.001610
-•03928
.01740
-1•269
-3. 626
.7766
.1426
1.332
.2719
- i.300
Units
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
i/sec
i/sec
I/sec
rad/inl/sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
TABLEi0.- N-MOMENTSTABILITYDERIVATIVES
_O
Engineering
symbol
N
u
N
v
N
w
N
q
N
P
N
r
N6 e
N6 a
N6 e
N6p
1.0
0.002149
.009759
-.001943
-. 3396
-.1013
-.3342
.001120
.02734
.06306
.6040
Equivalent airspeed, knots
20.0
-0.005618
.008566
-.003705
-.7563
-.2857
-.3662
-.009063
.02695
.06005
.5550
40.0
-0.005796
.01245
-.006419
-.5837
-.2310
-.5336
-.01760
.02598
.01613
.5701
60.0
-0.003739
.01529
-.01079
-.4874
-. 1499
-.6547
-.03105
.02691
-.04757
.6785
i00.0
-0.002896
.01823
-.01253
-.4424
-.1136
-.8515
-.04719
.02582
-.1096
.8460
140.0
-0.003813
.01979
-.007266
-.5254
-.1801
-i.011
.0O5004
.02299
-.08942
.9274
Units
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
i/see
i/see
1/see
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./see 2
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
TABLEii. - LEVELFLIGHTTRIMCHARACTERISTICS
BOEING-VERTOLUH-60MATHMODEL
Engineering
symbol
e
6
a
c
P
vB
w B
0.5
Equivalent
20.0
1.1947 0.5938
.4393 -.7920
5.3976 5.0054
-.2598 -.2409
0 0
0 4.0507
5.1186 6.9262
-2.5666 -1.6093
airspeed, knots
40.0
0.3636
-. 7106
4.2440
-.05631
0
6.5824
5.5167
-i. 2929
60.0
0.5149
-.3199
3.8582
-.1254
13.165
3.8820
2.2425
0
i00.0
-0.5356
-.1098
4.2054
.0974
9.4517
4.8946
1.6799
0
I
140.0
-1.0539
-.0917
5.6883
.1798
11.308
-13.840
-3.3533
0
Units
in.
in.
in.
in.
ft/sec
ft/see
deg
deg
TABLE 12.- X, Y, AND Z-FORCE STABILITY DERIVATIVES
BOEING-VERTOL UH-60 MATH MODEL
Engineering
symbol
X
U
X6 e
Y
V
Y_a
Y_p
Z
U
Z
W
Z6 e
Z6 e
Z_p
Equivalent airspeed, knots
0.5
-0.0150
-1.7041
-.0465
.9664
-1.7151
-.0050
-.2748
-.1134
-8.5829
.6799
20.0
0.0184
-1.5711
-.0523
.9648
-i .6223
-. 1573
-.3475
-i .0026
-8. 1266
1. 1830
40.0
-0.0274
-1.3039
-. 06 93
.9417
-i .6140
-. 1332
-.5395
-1.8678
-7. 8250
1.7228
60.0
-0. 0201
-1.2532
-.0950
.9148
-1.7968
-.0546
-.6523
-3.0911
-9.0061
2.5612
I00.0
-0. 0422
-.7256
-. 1336
.9364
-2. 1322
-.0158
-.7658
-5. 8800
-10.4761
4.3935
140.0
-0.0517
-.2927
-.1749
.9924
-2.3677
-.0324
-.8418
-8.8178
-11.8225
6.3606
Units
1/see
ft/in./see 2
I/see
ft/in./see 2
ft/in./see 2
i/see
i/see
ft/in./sec2
ft/in./sec 2
ft/in./see 2
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TABLE 13.- M-MOMENT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
BOEING-VERTOL UH-60 MATH MODEL
En gineering
symbol
M
u
M
v
M
w
M
q
M
P
M
r
M6 e
M6 a
M6 c
M_p
Equivalent airspeed, knots
0.5
0.0005
.0085
.0021
.7674
.2938
.0688
.3287
.0051
.0183
.0411
20.0
0.0091
.0022
.0122
-1.0262
.2859
-.0595
.3366
.0042
-.0352
-.0010
40.0
-0.0043
-.0006
.0050
-1.2832
.2567
-.1181
.3850
.0134
.1574
-.0499
60.0
0.0040
.0011
.0072
-1.5541
.2379
-.1149
.4133
.0128
.1362
-.0562
i00.0
0.0022
-.0019
.0082
-1.9808
.1797
-.0860
.4543
.0397
.1294
-.0881
140.0
0.0019
-. 0068
.0113
-2.1616
.1937
-.0750
.4997
.0585
.1418
-. 1113
Units
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
rad/ft/sec
I/sec
I/sec
i/sec
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
Engineering
symbol
L
v
L
q
L
P
L r
L6 a
L6p
TABLE 14.- L-MOMENT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
BOEING-VERTOL UH-60 MATH MODEL
Equivalent airspeed, knots
Units
0.5 20.0 40.0 60.0 i00.0 140.0
-0.0260
-1.7256
-3.3484
.2119
1.3118
-.9313
-0.0250
-1.8067
-3.5455
.3507
1.3297
-.8816
-0.0267
-1.5485
-3.7116
.4149
1.13147
-.8968
-0.0258
-1.4919
-3.7659
.4878
1.2866
-1.0035
-0.0304
-1.3987
-3.6853
.6814
1.2907
-1.1990
-0.0343
-1.4051
-3.3574
.8556
1.3128
-1.3063
rad/ft/sec
i/sec
i/sec
i/sec
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
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TABLE15.- N-MOMENTSTABILITYDERIVATIVES
BOEING-VERTOLUH-60MATHMODEL
Engineering
symbol
N
v
N
P
N
r
N6 a
N6 c
N_p
0.5
0.0081
-. 1856
-.2879
.0266
.0665
.7153
Equivalent
20.0
0.0108
.0322
-.3902
-.0286
.0576
.6731
airspeed, knots
I '40.0 60.0 i00.0
0.0119 0.0141 0.0176
•0251 -.0446 -.0706
-.5142 -.6283 -.8389
-.0268 -.0110 .0014
.0222 -.0191 -.0544
•6720 .7668 .9319
140.0
0.0195
-.0955
-1.0394
.0032
-.0041
1.0023
Units
rad/ft/sec
i/sec
i/sec
rad/in,/sec z
rad/in./sec 2
rad/in./sec 2
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Figure I.- Fuselage drag vs angle of attack.
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Figure 2.- Fuselage lift vs angle of attack.
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Figure 3.- Fuselage pitching moment vs angle of attack.
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Figure 4.- Incremental fuselage drag vs sideslip.
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Figure 7.- Fuselage side force vs sideslip.
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Figure 8.- Fuselage rolling moment vs sideslip.
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Figure 9.- Fuselage yawing moment vs sideslip.
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Figure i0.- UH-60 horizontal stabilator control system.
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Figure ii.- UH-60 pitch bias actuator.
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Figure 12.- Drag damping vs airspeed.
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Figure 13.- Vertical damping vs airspeed.
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Figure 14.- Side-force damping vs airspeed.
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Figure 15.- Pitch damping vs airspeed.
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Figure 16.- Roll damping vs airspeed.
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Figure 17.- Yaw damping vs airspeed.
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